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Turbo Power Graphics 2 with MRR. Dear Entrepreneur. This Pakage Contains: 1. MRR License 2.

Reseller Site Graphics adsence-psds review-psds turbopowergraphics-10-templates

turbopowergraphics-10-psds bonus-video-skins SAMPLE OF SALES PAGE TEXT Attention: Internet

MarketersHow are the Graphics on Your Websites? Introducing The Insane Graphics Blowout from Turbo

Power Graphics Demand Your Visitors Attention And Captivate Them With Our Blowout Graphics

Package! Dear Fellow Marketer, Right this very second, there could be a visitor on your website who is

about to leave because your graphics are sloppy and unprofessional. You could be LOSING MONEY all

because of the graphics which rest on your website! That can all change today, though! With our amazing

graphics package, your site will be sharp, attractive and professional and you will never lose money

because of your graphics again! Research has proven that website visitors are directly affected by the

visual aspects of a website. Your website is the first impression visitors get of you, your services or your

products. If that impression isnt good you ARE LOSING MONEY! Think about this if you walked into a

grocery store and it was filthy, with dust all over the place and hand-written signs everywhere you would
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probably think twice before purchasing from that store. However, if you walked into a gleaming and bright

store, with neat, professional signs and organized merchandise youd have no problem shopping there,

right? The same goes with your website. You want the visitor to stay and become a customer. DELETE

OR ADD A TESTIMONIAL Were going to ensure that you stop losing money today. Our graphics are

top-notch, and we offer 10 different and unique graphics packages all yours for one low price! Take a look

at just what you receive. 10 Main Sales Pages unique and beautiful in basic design. 10 Main Sales Pages

with an Opt-In Header allowing your visitors to quickly and easily leave their contact details while you

build your subscriber list. jaykaybak.com 10 Thank You Pages letting your customers know you

appreciate their order. 10 One Time Offer or Special Offer Pages so you can alert your customers to

unique deals and savings or limited opportunities. 10 Testimonial Boxes in basic design so your

customers will know the level of quality you provide and the level of happiness previous customers have

experienced. 10 Video Testimonial Boxes, beautifully designed and ready for your video testimonials. 10

Audio and Photo Testimonial Boxes, ready for you to insert your pictures and testimonials of past

customers 10 Squeeze Pages in Basic Designs all unique and beautiful. 10 Squeeze Pages Featuring

Audio Capabilities, ready for your voice over features. 10 Squeeze Pages Featuring Video Capabilities so

you can enter your introduction or other videos. 10 Review Pages, allowing you to post reviews of your

product so your visitors know the value. 10 Adsense Ready Pages so you can paste your adsense codes

with no problem at all. 10 Sets of Matching Trimmings including bullets, checkmarks, buy now buttons

and the blank order buttons. WOW Thats Over $1997 In Products, But Today You Get Them For An

Insane Blowout Price! Curious to See Our Beautiful Designs? The Main Sales Pages are below, and

include a Thank You page for when your customers purchase, as well as an Opt-in page and a Special

Offer page. Compare these beautiful and sharp screenshots of the designs with your own website and

determine which one youd rather purchase from No website is complete without the testimonials and our

top-notch designers have cooked up some attractive and professional testimonial boxes for you including

video testimonial, text testimonial and audio and photo testimonial boxes. Your squeeze pages are

oh-so-important for collecting contact information, building your subscriber list and prepping the visitor for

the purchase. Our professional and beautiful squeeze pages will demand the attention of your visitors and

captivate them ensuring that you get that contact info. We also include video opt-in pages, allowing you to

seamlessly insert your autoresponder code! On pages where you simply want to place a lone video, you



can do so with the beautiful and professional video boxes below. Of course, you will need all the

trimmings for your gorgeous website, including bullets, checkmarks and buy now buttons Weve included

gorgeous matching adsense ready and review page templates as well.. DELETE OR ADD A

TESTIMONIAL DELETE OR ADD A TESTIMONIAL DELETE OR ADD A TESTIMONIAL BUT WAIT! If

you are among the next 30 people to Turbo Power graphics package, you will receive our exclusive

bonus! 10 Power Video Skins! Thats right! We actually wanted to sell these 10 top quality video skins as

a separate package, but we wanted to make sure that the turbo power graphics package would be so

irresistible for you, so we are offering it to you as a bonus for ordering now! Heres a sneak view of how

the video skins would look like! These graphics provide you with complete websites that are professional,

beautiful and feature rich color and visual stimulation. These graphics are the difference between closing

the sale and missing out on the sale. Were offering something our competitors DO NOT OFFER these

packages are all completely different. Theyre not just the same images with different colors they are

unique and each one is beautiful. Theyre designed so that they can be used with any sort of online

business and still create the success you want and deserve! If you dont believe the graphics are that

important think again. All huge companies invest money in exceptional graphics for their marketing. Its a

fact that without these graphics, sales fall flat. For instance, visit any huge online retailer and check out

the graphics on their website they do not have crummy, unprofessional images. You can be sure that no

expense was spared when they purchased their graphics and you can get amazing, attractive graphics

too. DELETE OR ADD A TESTIMONIAL The difference with our blowout graphics offer, you will not pay

top dollar in fact, youre going to get this package including all 10 unique designs for a ridiculously low

price! Yes! Im ready to receive my Turbo Power graphics package, complete with 10 unique graphic sets

and everything I need to make a major-seller out of my website! I understand that Ill be paying the

ridiculously low price of $47 for this package ONLY ONE TIME and can use these graphics over and over

again! Dont ever miss out on sales again, simply because of your graphics! Use our graphics package to

create a professionally designed, richly colored and beautiful website that will captivate your visitors and

bring in the profits! Sincerely, Venkata Ramana P.S. Yes, its an extremely low price so order now before

were completely sold out of these sets. You will not find a better deal online for 10 unique and high-quality

graphics sets! P.S.S. This limited graphic collection can turn your sales completely around! Get it now

and experience the benefits of amazing, richly colored and beautiful graphics. Home Order Support



Power Graphics! YOUR RIGHTS: Yes can be sold Yes can sell resale rights or master resell rights You

can add the product into your product bundle or package and sell for a higher price Yes can be added to

a paid membership site You CAN give the product away for FREE You CANNOT offer the product as a

bonus to another product you are selling. However, you can offer other bonuses to this product when

selling You CANNOT sell the product on auction sites such as eBay.com You CANNOT use nor sell this

product in a dime sale event, under any circumstances at all. An event that constitutes a dime sale is one

whereby the product starts selling at a very low price and increases every dime after a certain time frame

or with every purchase using the dime sale script Disclaimer: We do not guarantee that any form of

financial success by using our products and services. Results vary. Hard work, diligence, knowledge,

enthusiasm and motivation all play a vital role in your quest to make an income from your internet

business. ebooklover/tradebitis not liable in any manner resulting from the use or misuse of this product.
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